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Looks at first blush the Census question failed. Roberts
joins the liberals.

Link to the Census opinion. These are the kind of cases that gave you an ice cream

headache in law school but Roberts has acted to make the need to pack the court less

likely confirming my political theory of the court.

https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/18pdf/18-966_bq7c.pdf

My thought on the comments on @msnbc of the damage already being done can be in

some degree lessened by having members of the Hispanic community become census

takers in the vulnerable areas. @maddow @Lawrence @HouseJudiciary

@JulianCastro @JulianCastro

Under the Supreme Court practice, if the Chief Justice is in the majority, the CJ gets

to pick the opinion's author. Roberts is putting an indelible mark on US

constitutional law by playing the role of swing-vote and maintaining his vision of

American Constitutional Law.

This is a day this humble Constitutional scholar will take as a sign of hope. The

opinion is very critical of the lies advanced by the Trump administration and I would

be concerned it I were on Trump's litigation team that might have thought Roberts

would rubber stamp Trump's

fascism. Trump is likely in for a short shrift process in #SCOTUS stopping his

obstruction of Congress. Again, Roberts' image of the US Constitution does not

include a Russian mobster thumbing his nose at the law. How's the Sushi

@realDonaldTrump? 😎

The flaw waiting to overturn the result of the partisan gerrymandering holding is the

fact that objectively, the GOP is a white supremacist group and anything it does is

racially motivated. I think US district judges can start building that argument and it

will destroy the GOP.
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